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ANOTHER PROOF OF THE EXISTENCE OF THE

ERGODIC HILBERT TRANSFORM

KARL PETERSEN1

Abstract. We give a direct proof of the existence of the eigodic Hubert transform

1f~_y-f(Tkx)/k, where T: X -» X is a measure-preserving transformation and / is

an integrable function.

Cotlar [5], as part of a more comprehensive investigation, has obtained the

following result.

Theorem. Let (A", <S,/x) be a measure space, T: X -» X an invertible measure-

preserving transformation andf E L](X, %, p). Then

(1) /(*)= lim    i'l^l
»-0C k = _„ «

exists a.e., where the prime denotes that the term with zero denominator is omitted. For

a one-parameter measure-preserving flow {T, : -oo < t < 00} on X, the analogous

statement holds:

lim   f LV^dt
e~0+ •/e<|r|<l/e       '

exists a.e., for each/GL'(X,S,fi).

Calderón [4] showed how to derive these results from the existence of the ordinary

Hubert transform. The purpose of this note is to present the most direct proof we

have been able to find so far of the a.e. existence of (1). The argument draws heavily

on the ideas of Wiener, Loomis, and Calderón.

Other discussions and applications of the ergodic Hubert transform can be found

in [1,2,6 and 8].

It is easy to see that (1) exists a.e. in case fT — f a.e. or in case / is a coboundary,

that is, a function of the form/= g — gT for some g E L°°. Since such functions/

span a dense set in L1, it is enough to show that the set of functions for which the

result holds is closed in Ü. As usual this follows immediately from the correspond-

ing maximal inequality, which is the content of Lemma 1.
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Lemma 1. There is a constant c such that if T: X -» X is a measure-preserving

transformation on a measure space ( X, <3b, p),fE L'( X, 6£>, p), and X > 0, then

p<.x: sup
»SI

¿' f(T'x)
>A    ^Xll/ll1-

Lemma 1 will follow from the analogous statement for the discrete Hubert

transform on /', namely Lemma 2. This result is well known (see e.g. [7]), but we

have not found a direct proof of it in the literature.

Lemma 2. There is a constant c such that if {ak) E /' and X > 0, then

card^A: G Z : sup 2' >x

Backtracking further, to deduce Lemma 2 it is best first to prove its limit (rather

than supremum) version, Lemma 3.

Lemma 3. There is a constant c such that if {ak} E /' and X > 0, then

cardU G Z: 2'
lk + i

i=-oo

Finally, Lemma 3 will be proved with the help of the famous lemma of Boole [3]

and Loomis [9], Lemma 4. Here m denotes Lebesgue measure on R.

Lemma 4. Let ax,... ,a„ > 0 and g(s) — 2"=xa¡/(s — t¡). Then

i{s:g(s)>X] =m{s:g(s)<-X] =Y2«,

Proof of Lemma 3. By treating the positive and negative ones separately, we may

assume that all the a, are positive. We will count Ax — [k : 2°°J_xak+l/i > X}; a

similar method will apply to [k : 2f=_xak+l/i < -A}.

Choose a finite set A C Ax, and choose N so large that A C [-N, N] and, for each

k E A, 2^_Nat/(i -k)>X. Then

N

gk(s)=   2'-^>A    fors = kEA,
* .        t — s

: = -N

and hence gk(s) > X for s E [k, k + I), because g'k(s) > 0. If we let

*(*)= 2
i = -N

I - Í
and     hk(s)

k-s'

then g — gk + hk, so that for each k E A

(k,k+\)E{s:gk(s)>X) C {í:g(í)>^} U ¡[s:hk(s)<-~
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Therefore,

card A = ml \J (k, k + 1)) < mis : g(s) >y } +   2 wf*:**(*)'<-4]

<T   2  Û.-+   2  Tat<Tllûll,.
A  ,=_„ Ae>,  A A

Proof of Lemma 2. Again we assume that all the a¡ are positive and drop the

absolute value signs. Let

AcLc:sup   ¿'^±i>4
[        n^l  /=-n       ' J

be closed and bounded. For each k E A there is an interval of integers

Ik= [k~nk>k + nk]

such that 2,e/ a¡/(i - k) > X. Let

&(')= 2'-^t,  *(*) =  I't^t.  **(')= 2
a,

.  / — J . / —í TL  I — 5
/ G lk l = -oo l&'k

If k E A, then gk(k)>X, so that either g(k) > A/2 or hk(k) < -A/2. In the first

case (k G A,), by Lemma 3, k falls into a single (independent of A:) set of measure

no more than c||a||,/A. To deal with the left over k's (k E A2), replace (7^) by a

disjoint subfamily which still covers at least £ of A2, by at each stage selecting an

interval of maximal length disjoint from the previously chosen ones. Find N such

that UkeA Ik C [-N, N] and

A"2

where

**(*) =       2       t^~.
7r l  ~ S

i = -N,...,N

Then also hk(s) < -A/2 on (k — nk, k), so that we find

card A = card A, + card A2 ̂  yIIaHi + 6  2  M*

**(*)<-?    forallÂ:GA2,

<|||á(Í, +6m    U  (s: Afc(i)<-|j

4lU||,+6m(uJ)SVl7iC-<4}u(,:&W>^})j

A A kmA, A 1er. A
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Proof of Lemma 1. By considering /+ and /   separately, we may assume that

/ > 0. Fix TV; we will show that

p-ix:    sup
% fiT'x) >A l/lli,

where c is a constant independent of/, A, and A7.

For fixed x and 7(, let ak — f(Tkx) and

'a*    tl\k\<K + N,

0      if |Jfc|>A:+7V,

so that (af} G /'. For each m E Z, let

Gm(x) =   sup

n        -

2 -k + m

k = -n

,   G*(»=   sup
1«»<IV

" , aK

2 %
Ar = -n

Then

Gm(x) =    sup 2' *A:-r-m    ,    aJf + m        % + m

<G*(*) +    sup
'k + m        uk + m

k = -n

so that Gm(x) < G^x) for | «? | < K.

Now   let   E = {x : GQ(x) > A},   so   that   {x : Gm(x) > X) = T~mE.   Let   Ë

{(x, m) : G*(x) > A}. Then, if card continues to denote counting measure on Z,

p X card(£) = f cardfw : G*(x) > X) dp(x)
Jx

oo K+N

</t    2   \a^\dp<({    2    \am\dp
Jx* „,=_«, Jx* -iK+N)

<±[2(K+N)+l]\\f\\lt

and also

Thus,

K K

pXcard(E)>   2   p{x: G%(x) > X) >   2   p{x:Gm(x)>X)
m=-K m=-K

K

=    2   p(T-mE) = (2K+l)p(E).
m = -K

,_v     c 2(K + N) + 1.. ...

and the result follows upon letting K -> oo.

A similar argument can be used to establish the continuous-parameter part of the

theorem; alternatively, one may consider time e maps and approximate.
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